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Measure of location 
• The basic problem of statistics can be stated as follows: Consider a

sample of data x1, . . . , xn, where x1 corresponds to the first sample
point and xn corresponds to the nth sample point.

• Presuming that the sample is drawn from some population P, what
inferences or conclusions can be made about P from the sample?

• Before this question can be answered, the data must be
summarized as succinctly as possible; this is because the number of
sample points is often large, and it is easy to lose track of the
overall picture when looking at individual sample points.

• One type of measure useful for summarizing data defines the
center, or middle, of the sample.

• This type of measure is a measure of location/ central tendency.



The Arithmetic Mean
• Arithmetic mean is often referred to as the mean or arithmetic

average.
• It is calculated by adding all the numbers in a given data set and

then dividing it by the total number of items within that set.
• The arithmetic mean (or mean or sample mean) is usually denoted

by .
• To calculate the central tendency for the given data set, we use

different measures like mean, median, mode and so on.
• Among all these measures, the arithmetic mean or mean is

considered to be the best measure, because it includes all the
values of the data set.

• If any value changes in the data set, this will affect the mean value,
but it will not be in the case of median or mode.



Arithmetic Mean Formula
• The general formula to find the arithmetic mean of a given data is:

Mean (x̄) = Sum of all observations / Number of observations

• It is denoted by x̄, (read as x bar).
• Data can be presented in different forms.
• For example, when we have raw data like the marks of a student in

five subjects, we add the marks obtained in the five subjects and
divide the sum by 5, since there are 5 subjects in total.

• Now consider a case where we have huge data like the heights of
40 students in a class or the number of people visiting an
amusement park across each of the seven days of a week.

• Will it be convenient to find the arithmetic mean with the above
method? The answer is a big NO! So, how can we find the mean?



… Arithmetic Mean Formula

• We arrange the data in a form that is meaningful and easy to
comprehend.

• Let's understand how to compute the arithmetic average in such
cases.

• The arithmetic mean for ungrouped and grouped data can be
calculated by the general formula to find the arithmetic mean:





Calculating Arithmetic Mean for 
Grouped Data

• There are three methods (Direct method, Short-cut
method, and Step-deviation method) to calculate the
arithmetic mean for grouped data.

• The choice of the method to be used depends on the
numerical value of xi and fi. xi is the sum of all data
inputs and fi is the sum of their frequencies.

• ∑ (sigma) the symbol represents summation. If xi and fi
are sufficiently small, the direct method will work.

• But, if they are numerically large, we use the assumed
arithmetic mean method or step-deviation method.



Direct Method for Finding the 
Arithmetic Mean





Data in continuous class intervals











Ui = (xi-A)/h



Advantages of Arithmetic Mean
• As the formula to find the arithmetic mean is rigid, the result

doesn’t change. Unlike the median, it doesn’t get affected by the
position of the value in the data set.

• It takes into consideration each value of the data set.
• Finding an arithmetic mean is quite simple; even a common man

having very little finance and math skills can calculate it.
• It’s also a useful measure of central tendency, as it tends to provide

useful results, even with large groupings of numbers.
• It can be further subjected to many algebraic treatments, unlike

mode and median. For example, the mean of two or more series
can be obtained from the mean of the individual series.

• The arithmetic mean is widely used in geometry as well. For
example, the coordinates of the “centroid” of a triangle (or any
other figure bounded by line segments) are the arithmetic mean of
the coordinates of the vertices.

https://www.cuemath.com/data/median/
https://www.cuemath.com/geometry/centroid-of-a-triangle/


Disadvantages of Arithmetic Mean
• The strongest drawback of arithmetic mean is that it is

affected by extreme values in the data set. To
understand this, consider the following example. It’s
Ryma’s birthday and she is planning to give return gifts
to all who attend her party. She wants to consider the
mean age to decide what gift she could give everyone.
The ages (in years) of the invitees are as follows: 2, 3, 7,
7, 9, 10, 13, 13, 14, 14 Here, n = 10. Sum of the ages =
2+3+7+7+9+10+13+13+14+14 = 92. Thus, mean =
92/10 = 9.2 In this case, we can say that a gift that is
desirable to a kid who is 9 years old may not be
suitable for a child aged 2 or 14.
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